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SUMMARY

E. McKkan

The hydrodynamic drag of three surface-piercinguntapered struts at
approximateely 0° angle of yaw was determined at depths up to 6 chords for
speeds up to 80 fps at various angles of rake. Two struts had NACA
661-012 airfoil sections, one with a 4-inch chord and the other with an
8-inch chord. The third strut had an NACA 664-0~ airfoil section and a
l-inch chord.

The section drag coefficient was determined from,plots of drag
against depth. Over the small range of Reynolds number where wind-tunnel
data were available for comparison, the tank data, at subcavitation speeds,
were in good agreement with wind-tunnel results. Raking the struts changed
the section drag coefficient as expected because of the change in effective
thickness ratio that resulted from raking. The drag coefficient due to
the drag at the surface intersection was approximately constant at Froude
nunibersabove 8.o and at subcavitation speeds. Within the speed range
investigated, no surface ventilation was observed for any of the struts.
The inception of cavitation was noted at a speed higher than that predicted
from two-dimensional-flowtheory. This difference was probably due to the
influence of the free-water surface on the pressure distribution.

INTRODUCTION

The present trend toward the use of underwater lifting surfaces on
water-based aircraft and surface vessels has emphasized the need for drag
data on supporting struts which pierce the water surface. Such data are
limited; in addition, these data were generally obtained as tares during
tests of lifting surfaces and the accuracy of the measurements for the
strut alone is of dubious value because of the lack of sensitivity of the
measuring instruments.

The present investigation conducted in the Langley tank no. 1 was
made to determine the hydrodynamic drag of struts which pierce the water
surface and the effect of thickness ratio, size, and angle of rake on the
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d=%.
actual

The speed range investigated is believed to be in the order of the
speed range that would be encountered in practical applications.

SYMBOLS

strut chord parallel to undisturbed water surface, ft

depth of submersion of strut tip below undisturbed water
surface, ft

strut thiclmess, ft

extrapolated drag for zero depth, lb “

section drag, lb

tip drag, lb

total strut drag, lb

Ds
section drag coefficient, —

~p+cd

speed, fps

speed of inception of cavitation, fps

Froude number, v/~

Reynolds number, vc/v

acceleration due to gravity, 32.2 ft/sec2

mass density of water, varied from 1.966 to 1.969 slugs/cu ft

kinematic viscosity of water, varied frmn

to 1.6%x 10-5 sq ft/sec

DESCTUH’ION OF MODELS

The NACA 66-series airfoil sections were chosen
because of their high theoretical cavitation speeds,

1.311x 10-~

for the strut models
10Wdrag,and smdd.

.——— ..— —
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frontal.angles. A small frontal angle is desirable to reduce the water
pileup at the intersection of the strut leading edge and the water surface.

Two struts had NACA 64-oH airfoil sections with chords of 4

and 8 inches in order to investigate the effect of scale. The third
strut had an NACA 664-o= airfoil section and a 4-inch chord. The ordi-
nates of the strut sections are .given,intable I and the cross sections
of the three struts are shown in figure 1. All the struts had the sub-
merged tip paraUel to the undisturbed water surface. (See fig. 2.)

~ the position with 30° angle of rake of the 4-inch-chord struts,
the chord parallel to the undisturbed water surface became 4.62 inches.
The thictiess ratios decreased from12 and 21 percent to 10.4 and 18.2 per-
cent, respectively.

The strubs were made of stainless steel with a yield strength of
approximately l15,CQ0 lb/sq in. and were polished to a smooth finish that
gave a measured surface roughness of 8 to 10 rmsmicroinches.

APPARATtJsAND PRmuRE

A description of the Langley tank no. 1 and towing carriage is given
in reference 1. The single-componentbalance, supported from the main
structural members of the towing carriage, is shown in figure 3. Basi-
cally, the balance consisted of a heavy floating frsme supported by strain-
gage beams from a rigid frame attached to the carriage. Interchangeable
jaws which conformedto the contours of the individual struts were used
in a clamping unit in the vertical plsne. Adjustments necessaryto main-
tain negligible angle of yaw were made by rotating the clamping unit in
the horizontal plane. Wind-tunnel results indicated that smalJ_angles of
yaw near & would have negligible effect on the drag; however, because of
the interaction of side force with drag on the strain-gagebalance, a
side-force gage was used to set the angle of yaw to give a minimum side
force. Corrections were made to the di’agreadings for the interactions—
resulting from the remaining small side forces.

A shield was providedto prevent wetting of
gages. (See fig. 2.)

The drag was measmed during constant-speed

the gear and strain

tests over a range of
speed from 30 to 80 fps with the struts at 0° angle of yaw and depths of
submersion ranging from 4 to 24 inches. The three stwts were tested at
0° angle of rake and both 4-inch-chord struts were tested at *30° angle
of rake. The angle of rake was considered to be positive when the sub-
merged tip was raked forward and negative when the submerged tip was ~
raked aft (fig. 2). The output from the strain gages was read from a

. . —.-———. - - r— —.— . ..— —— .
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microsmmeter or recorded by a pen-type strip recorder. The plotted drag
data include the air drag of the length of strut exposed below the spray
shield.

Spray photographs and underwater photographs were taken of the struts
by using fixed-position flash equipment stmilar to that described in refer-
ence 2.

The accuracy of the basic”measurements is believed to be within the
fo~owing limits:

Drag, lb . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . *().5
Speed, fps . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..*O.1

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The measured drag of the struts at the vsrious angles of rake is
plotted against speed in figure 4 with depth as a parameter. No data
were obtained for the 12-percent-thick strut with h-inch chord raked for-
ward 30° because the strut became directionally unstable and failed in .

bending. The drag appearedto vary approximately as the square of the
speed until cavitation occurred. The speed at which cavitation was first
noticed is indicated by small vertical arrows. The drag increased rapidly -
as speed increased after the inception of cavitation.

The variation of drag with depth was obtained from figure 4 and is
plotted in figure 5 with speed as a parameter. The total drag for a
given speed before the inception of cavitation appearedto vary directly
as the depth after a sufficient depth had been reached so that the sur-
face intersection and tip effects became constant. At small depths where
interaction occurs between the surface and tip effects, this interaction
at 0° angle of rake is noted to have a consistently favorable effect on
the drag.

The section drag at any speed was assumedto be

Ds =%-DO

where Do was determined by extrapolating the straight-lineportion of
the total-drag curves (fig. 5) to zero depth.

-

The section drag coefficient, based on a static-immersedprojected
-a, is plotted against Reynolds number in figure 6. Included in figure 6 ‘

.—
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is the Schoenherr line
coefficients for fully

(ref. 3) that represents,
turbulent flow on smooth

average skin-friction
flat

Blasius line (ref. 4) that represents laminar flow.
section drag coefficients for the various struts lie
region between the laminar- ad turbulent-flow lines
increasing Reynolds number.

b ~neral, rakiw the struts either forward or

plates and the
In general, the
in the transition
and decrease with

rearward reduced the
section &ag coefficie~t from that for 0° angle of rake as would be
expected from the change in effective thickness ratio that resulted from
raking. The section drag coefficients obtained for’the two 12-percent-
thick struts were in good agreement and no effect of scale was indicated
in the range of Reynolds number investigated. Wind-tunnel data for these
airfoil sections, at the range of Reynolds number of these tests, are
meager; but the irind-tunnelresults (ref. 5) that can be compared with
the tank data are in good agreement (fig. 6). This agreement indicates
that wind-tunnel data may be used to estimate section drag coefficients
for surface-piercinguntapered struts operating at subcavitation speeds
at 0° angle of yaw.

Values for the drag of the strut tip ~ were estimated by using

the drag coefficient for square tips given in reference 6. By subtracting
the tip drag from the extrapolated drag at zero depth, a value for the
drag at the surface intersection was obtained at subcavitation speeds
and was expressed in coefficient form as

Do-%

$V%t

Figure 7 indicates that, for alJ_the struts tested, this coefficient was
approximately constant at Froude numbers above 8.o and at subcavitation
speeds. All data for which cavitation was known to exist were omitted
from figure 7; however, the data point at a Froude number of 24.4, repre-
senting the coefficient for the 12-percent-thick strut with the 4-inch
chord at 80 fps, was appreciably higher than data points for coefficients
corresponding to
to cavitate, but
it was visible.

Photographs
different speeds

lower speeds.
the cavitation

At 80 fps this strut may have just started
had not developed to such an exbent that

Spray

showing the typical effect of spray around the strut at
md depths are presetied in figure 8. From these photo-

graphs, the spray height at the trailing edge was determined and is plotted
against speed in figure 9. As woul.dbe ekpected, the spray height is

.. .—._. . __ -—__ ..— _._. ..— .. . .. . _ ..— — ———
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independent of the depth of submergence over the range of depth investi-
gated. An increase in speed from 30 to 80 fps increased the spray height
at the strut trailing edge approximately 30 percent.

The effect of strut size and thichess ratio on spray can be seen
from a comparison of the photographs presented in figure 10. For struts
having the same airfoil section (figs. 10(a) and (b)) tested at the same
speed, the spray height at the strut trailing edge appears to be in direct
proportion to the size of the strut. For the struts having the same chord
but different thiclmess ratios (figs. 10(b) and (c)), the spray height at
the trailing edge was greater for the thicker strut.

Photographs showing the typical effect of angle of rake on the spray
height at the trailing edge of the 21-percent-thick strut are presented
in figure IL. The effect of angle of rake on the height of the spray at
the strut trailing edge was to reduce progressively the spray height as
the strut was raked from300 to @ to -30 . The spray height at the strut
trailing edge was measured perpendicular to the water surface.

Photographs showing the typical effect of thickness ratio on the two
4-inch-chord struts raked -300 are shuwn in figwre 12. As was noticed in
figures 10(b) and (c), the thick strut again has the higher spray at the
strut trailing edge.

Cavitation and Ventilation

The 12-percent-thick struts gave no visible evidence of cavitation
in the speed range investigated. The computed cavitation speed for this
strut is approximately 83 fps.

Underwater photographs showing effects of speed on cavitation on the
21-percent-thick stti at 0° angle of rake are presented in figure 13.
Visual observation and the break in the drag curves (fig. 4) indicate that
the inception of cavitation in these tests occurred at speeds greater than
the theoretical cavitation speed of 59fps which was based on the pressure
distribution that would be obtained in two-dimensional flow. The greatest
delay in the inception of cavitation was at the 4-inch depth where visible
cavitation did not start until a speed of approximately 70 fps had been
reached. Cavitation did not begin near the water surface as might be
expected on the basis of static pressure since apparently the proximity
of the water surface resulted in an alteration of the pressure distribu-
tion and reduction of the pressure peak with consequent increase in the
speed required for cavitation. The inception of cavitation occurred
appro-tely at the 60-percent-chord station, the design location of
minimum pressure. Raking the strut forward or aft caused a small increase ‘
in the speed at which cavitation was first observed frm that for the
unraked strut (figs. 4(d), (e), and (f)).
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No surface ventilation was observed for any of the struts over the
range of speed and angle of rake investigated. The intersection of the
strut with the water surface as seen in the underwater photographs of
figure 13 was typical of all the struts tested.

CONCLUSIONS

An investigationmade to determine the hydrodynamic drag of three
surface-piercinguntapered struts at approxhately 0° angle of yaw at
depths up to 6 chords for speeds up to 80 fps and at various angles of
rake indicates the following conclusions:

1. The section drag coefficients at subcavitation speeds were in
good agreement with wind-tunnel results over the smsll range of Reynolds
number where wind-tunnel data were available for comparison.

2. Raking the struts reduced the section drag coefficient from that
with an angle of rake of 0° as would be expected from the change in
effective thiclmess ratio that resulted from raking.

3. The drag coefficient due to the drag at the surface intersection
was approximately constant at Froude numbers above 8.o and at subcavi-
tation speeds.

4. The inception of cavitation was noted at a speed higher than that
predicted from two-dimensional-flowtheory, probably because of the influ-
ence of the free-water surface on the pressure distribution.

5. No surface ventilation was observed on any of the struts over the
range of speed and angle of rake investigated.

Langley Aeronautical Laboratory,
Nationsl Advisory Committee for Aeronautics,

Langley Field, Vs., October 8, 1953.
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[U Mmenaima are ti Inches]

w 65-012 airfoil aectiOn, iJACA 6~-012 airfoil section, l?ACA664-o.zuLalrfoll section,

4-inch chord 8-tich ChOld 4-inch chord

Stat ion Ordinate Station Ordinate ‘BtdGion Ordinate

o 0 0 0 0 0

.o? .@ .10 .l~ .@ .Qw

.10 .072 .20 .145 .10 .122

.m .103 .40 .200 .20 .ln

.40 .140 .8o .280 .40 .242

.8o .192 1.60 .38Jt .80 .337
1.20 .223 2.40 .445 1.20 .:;3
1.40 .232 2.8o .464 1.40
1.60 .238 3.20 .476 i.60 .416
1.80 .240 3.60 .480 1.80 .420
2.OQ .239 .477 2.00 .417
2.20 .233 t:: .467 2.20 .407
2.4o .224 4.80 .447 2.4o .%
2.8o .I.81 5.60 .361 2.8o .304
3.20 .u8 6.40 .236 3.20 .1X
3.60 .049 7.20 3.60 .W
3.80 .Olg 7.60 :$ 3.80 .CQ9
4.00 0 8.00 0 4.00 0

L.E. radius: O.0~ L.E. racthm: 0.076 L.R. ratiua: 0.102
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(a) NACA 661-012 .alrfoil section with &Inch chord.

(b) NACA 661-012 airfoil section (c)

with 4-inch chord.

Figure l.- Strut cross

NM!.A664-OZL airfoil section

with J-inch chord.

sections.
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Figure 3.- Test setup showing drag balance and strut attached to towing
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.

. (a) NACA66~-012 airfoil section with 8-inch chord. Angle of rake, 0°.

Figure 4.- Variation of drag with speed. “
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(b) NACA 661-012 atifoil section with l-inch chord. Angle of rake, 0°.
.

.
(c) NACA 64-oE atifoil section with l-inch chord. Angle of rake, -30°.

Figure-1.- Continued.
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(d) NACA 664-021 airfoil section with k-inch chord. An@e of rake, 0°.

Figure k.- Continued.
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(e)

(f)

WA TN 3092

Yt--ttt

NACA 664-021 airfoil section with k-inch chord. Angle of rake,

.

!(

.

-300.

.
NACA664-021 airfoil section with k-inch chord. An@e of rake, 300.

Figure k.- Concluded.
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(a) N4CA 66~-012 airfoil section with 8-inch chord. Angle of rake, 0°.

Figure ~.- Variatiob of drag with depth.
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Figure 5.- Continued.
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NAC.A 664-0~ airfoil section with k-inch chord.

Figure ~.- Concluded.
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.

v= 30.5 fps v = 30.2 fps

.

v = 51.2 fps

v= 80.5 fps

(a) k-inch depth.

Figure 8.- Photographs of strut spr~.

v = 51.c) fps

L-81266

(b) 21-inch depth.

NACA64-oI2 airfoil section with
l-inch chord; angle of rake, OO. .
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Figure 9.- Spray height at trailing edge of strut. NACA 661-012 .alrfoil

section; angle of rake, OO.
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v=&.5rps v - 80.5fpa

(a) NACA 6q.o12 *foil (b) NACA 64-0L2 tifoll

v - y.o ITS

V . 50.8 fvs

V-a.zfps

(c) w 664-021 airfoil

section with &inch chord. Bection with L-inch chord. section with 4-inch chmd.
E
5

Figure 10. - Photographs showing effect of strut size and thicbeaa ratio g
on Bpray . Angle of rake, 0°. l-u



P = 9.1 fpi

v - 50.5 fpn

v - 81.2 Ills

(a) Angle of rake, -~”.

L-81268.
Figure lJ..- Photographs showing effect of angle of rake on mrav heiuht.

mm 664-021 @foil section; Cinch c~rd. “ “ - --
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.

v= 5006 fJX3 v = 50.5fps

v = 82.0 fps v = 81.2 fps

(a) mCA661-OM atifoil section. (b) NACA 664-021 airfoil section.

L-8L269

Figure 12.- Photographs showing effect of thickness ratio on spray height.
h-inch chord; angle of rake, -30°.
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V-70.2fpa
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v = 65.0 rps

T = 81.2 fPs

(a) 4.hwh depth.

V .67.4fPS

(b) 8-inch depth .

7 =75.8fPS

L-8u70

Figure 13.- Mfect of speed on cavitation. NACA 664.G21 airfoil section;

u-inch chcrd; angle of rake, OO.
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V = 63.1fPS

(c)

V = 67.0 fps

16-inch depth.

V = 65.3~S V = 67.2@s

L-8x271
(d) 2k-inch depth.

Figure 13. - Concluded.
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